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QUINN EMANUEL SCORES TOTAL VICTORY FOR VERKADA IN PATENT CASE


SAN FRANCISCO – In a move almost unheard of in intellectual property law, Motorola Solutions chose not to appeal any issues after receiving an adverse U.S. International Trade Commission (ITC) ruling in its patent fight with Verkada, an up-and-coming startup in the physical security market.

Motorola Solutions’ decision brings to a close to its 2021 ITC action against Verkada, whom the much larger, Chicago-based company deemed a threat to its foothold in the security space.

“I am not familiar with any other instances of a party not appealing a single issue after losing on every count at the ITC and without a settlement,” said Sean S. Pak, Co-Chair of Quinn Emanuel’s National Intellectual Property Litigation Practice, who led Verkada’s legal team. “This was a David-v-Goliath win for Verkada, which is a true disruptor in the security industry with its cutting-edge, cloud-based security solutions that have never been more relevant than they are today.”

Motorola Solutions and its Avigilon subsidiary brought patent infringement claims against San Mateo, Calif.-based Verkada in August 2021. Filing its complaint at the ITC, Motorola sought to block the importation of Verkada’s security cameras entirely—an important component of Verkada’s cloud-managed platform that empowers over 17,000 organizations across more than 70 countries to keep the communities they live and work in safer.

In October, ITC Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) Bryan Moore – ruling in his first ITC trial since he was appointed – issued an initial determination in favor of Verkada on two patent infringement claims brought by Motorola and Avigilon. After an extensive trial, ALJ Moore found no violation by Verkada for two of the three asserted patents, and only a very narrow violation for the third patent, limited to a design that Verkada no longer uses.
Then, on March 31, came Verkada’s complete vindication. The Commission reversed ALJ Moore’s finding of the single instance of alleged infringement, resulting in a finding of no infringement – a complete win for Verkada.

In addition to Pak, the legal team representing Verkada consisted of Jodie Cheng, Ron Hagiz and Iman Lordgooei.

###

Quinn Emanuel is a 1000+ lawyer business litigation firm—the largest in the world devoted solely to business litigation and arbitration with 32 global office locations. Surveys of major companies around the world have named it the “most feared” law firm in the world three times. Firm lawyers have tried over 2,500 cases, winning 86% of them. When representing defendants, Quinn Emanuel’s trial experience gets better settlements or defense verdicts. When representing plaintiffs, Quinn Emanuel lawyers have won nearly $80 billion in judgments and settlements. Quinn Emanuel has also obtained seven nine-figure jury verdicts, four 10-figure jury verdicts, 51 nine-figure settlements, and 20 10-figure settlements.

Quinn Emanuel has been named the No. 1 “most feared” law firm by *The BTI Consulting Group* three times in its annual “Most Feared Law Firms in Litigation” guide, in which in-house counsel named 46 firms they “want to steer clear of” when it comes to litigation. *The American Lawyer* named Quinn Emanuel the top IP litigation firm in the U.S. and the firm as one of the top six commercial litigation firms in the country. The UK legal periodical, *The Lawyer* named us “International Firm of the Year.” *Law360* has most recently selected us as having Banking, Class Action, International Arbitration, and Trials “Practice Groups of the Year.” *Managing IP* twice recognized us as having the “Best ITC Litigation Practice” and honored us with the “Patent Contentious West” award. *Legal Business* has named us “US Law Firm of the Year” three times, and our German offices have twice been named both “IP Litigation Firm of the Year” and “Patent Litigation Firm of the Year” by *JUVE*, Germany’s most prestigious legal publication. *Global Investigations Review*, a leading legal periodical covering global white-collar investigations, named us the “Most Impressive Investigations Practice of the Year.” *Global Arbitration Review* named us one of the top 5 arbitration practice in the world. *Global Competition Review* named our antitrust and competition practice among the “25 Global Elite,” and has included us in their list of the world’s top 10 competition litigation practices.